* Justinas Žilinskas
Even recognizing the large portion of truth there, what is written and the
way it is written falls right into Respublika’s hand.
Nov 3, 10:28 · Like · 2

* Karolis Jonutis
But that’s not where our “duplicity” lies ...
Nov 3, 10:28 · Like

* Sergey Kanovich
I have told Katz frankly to stop practicing politics and return to scholarship...
Nov 3, 13:22 · Like · 3
* Aušra Pažėraitė
Yes, he is badly needed in academia...
Nov 3, 23:09 · Like

* Vytautas Toleikis
I read the article, I was disappointed. Every bit of better news from
Lithuania is nonetheless bad in Katz’s eyes.
Nov 3, 23:13 · Like · 3

* Lara Lempert
It’s all the same to him no matter what the news is it’s just a pretext to repeat
anew the same old story. the real subject of this article is presented from the
fifth paragraph on.
Nov 3, 23:38 · Like · 2

* Vytautas Toleikis
But people who don’t know much about Lithuania who cast a glance at JP –
he’s poisoning their subconscious, essentially employing black technologies
1

[or “arts,” from the Russian phrase concerning PR and election campaigns –
trans.]
Nov 3, 23:40 · Like · 2

* Vytautas Toleikis
And he’s doing this very intentionally, influencing the Lithuanian Jewish
Community as he likes. It’s sad that my daughter’s favorite teacher of the
semester is turning into a politruk [some disparaging term for Soviet
politician? –trans.] manipulated by nobody knows whom.
Nov 3, 23:42 · Like · 1
* Lara Lempert Vytautas, unfortunately I agree with that. I didn’t want to
belittle the influence of and damage done by Katz in my comment. I know
from experience – I can’t communicate with certain friends living in Israel
and the USA who have read his articles.
Nov 3, 23:43 · Like
* Sergey Kanovich don’t confuse him with the Lithuanian Jewish
Community.
Nov 3, 23:44 · Like
* Lara Lempert but I don’t agree he is being manipulated by someone: I
think Katz himself is the manipulator.
Nov 3, 23:45 · Like

* Vytautas Toleikis Probably. Even though pro-Russian Jewish
organizations use him, I’ve seen the recordings on the internet, sadly.
Nov 3, 23:47 · Like

* Vytautas Toleikis
Sergey, I was recently at the Lithuanian Jewish Community, I saw Katz
there, we greeted each other politely.
Nov 3, 23:47 · Like
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* Lara Lempert
Katz claims Rachele Margolis is afraid and doesn’t want to travel to
Lithuania. it’s not true: she’s not afraid and wants to, but after Katz’s articles
her daughter won’t let her.
Nov 3, 23:49 · Like

* Sergey Kanovich He still does several seminars which, thank God, have
nothing in common with politics. So it’s not right to equate him with the
Lithuanian Jewish Community. I recently met him and told him frankly what
I think. You can’t see and paint everything blackly...
Nov 3, 23:49 · Like

* Sergey Kanovich
Lara, there are matters which in my opinion have nothing in common with
those writing about the events. The Margolis/Brantsovskaya “soup” would
have been over a long time ago if those upon whom it depends wanted it to
be. If someone is soaking their bread in the milk [dragging it out] in this
situation, it’s those who started but did not finish it.
Nov 3, 23:52 · Like · 1

* Lara Lempert [but they] consider Brancovskaja finished
Friday, 00:48 · Like
* Sergey Kanovich But it seems to me that it isn’t we and neither Ms.
Brantsovskaya (and not Margolis?) who should be reporting the news about
“the conclusion” of this [scandalous] story, but the prosecutor, or those
citizens who [sicked] the prosecutor [on the accused].
Friday, 00:53 · Like
* Akvilė Grigoravičiūtė
Isn’t it too much to hope for that the Kupcinskases and similar from the
conserve party will suddenly hold a press conference and announce how
they love and respect Fania and Rachele?
Friday, 01:04 · Like · 1
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